CARD PROTECTION SECURITY LABEL C-LESS BARRIER

for anti-skimming and anti-theft credit card mailing

- The card is fully protected against any tampering.
- PAN, CVV, expiry date are unreadable and security-inked.
- Built-in metallic barrier device prevents from unauthorized C-les reading for 13.56 MHz antennas.
- Cost savings thanks to its intrinsic security features, this solution allows a standard mail instead of expensive registered mail.

NEW! PIN VOID DRY PEEL-OFF LABELS

The PIN Void Dry Peel-off label by Area meets all security requirements for PIN marking. It allows safe and effective enhancement of the security of PIN field. Area's pin label P2PDER gives the highest available security level: LEVEL 4.

ANTI TAMPER SECURITY SEALS

Anti-tamper security labels with destructible materials or void color and text.